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E=mc2 Introduction

Question: What is the value of each character within 
E=mc2? Can there be multiple formulas to describe it?

Hypothesis: If “E” equals energy, then “mc2” would be 
interchangeable with “E” (energy). That is because mc2, is 
mass times the speed of light squared.



What is E=mc2

E=mc2 is a formula created by Albert Einstein. It is one of the most famous 
formulas ever created to be in physics. The value of each variable within this 
equation/formula is shown below:

        E           =           M           C         2  

Energy 
measured 
in joules

Mass 
measur
ed in kg

Equal
Speed of 
Light
(3.00x10 
meters per 
second)

Squared

Albert Einstein originally 
wrote E=mc2 as: 

M=  C2
E

The purpose of E=mc2 is to demonstrate that Energy 
and Mass are considered the same physical unit, 
and can be converted into both forms/terms. In 
simple words you can switch energy with mass.
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Example #1

Dog and Car example

Our example to construct E=mc2 is imagine there was a 
dog on the road at night and it emits flash of energy 
symmetrically in all directions but it would not have 
changed the dogs velocity. This reduces the energy (“E”) 
due to the conservation of energy. Now imagine that you 
zoom off in an car while abandoning your dog.



Example #1 Continued

Then while on your ride you notice that your dog keeps up with you, 
this means that the dog involves some kinetic energy while also losing 
energy. But due to aerodynamics of the 2 objects, special relativity 
tells us that each object is moving at different rates. Therefore, the 
frequency is measured in different values for the energy of the light. 
This is known as the doppler effect, for our examples it construct a 
formula like: 

E       E  (1+         ).       V

2C               

2

2



Example #1 Continued
So to review, this formula so far has demonstrated:

Dog
+KE1

(When the 
car zooms 
off. Increase 
in velocity)

Dog receives the 
increase in “V”

Dog’s radioactive flash (Emits 
light)

      -  E  (1+         ) .       V

2C               

2

2

If you wait 
then 
Dog’s 
energy 
would 
decrease

Dog’s radioactive flash 
(Emits light) Car zooms off

+KE2



Conclusion of Example #1

To rearrange the 
cycle we would see:

         E  (1+         ) +KE2  = +KE1.       V

2C               

2

2

BeforeAfter

Difference

½ m2 V2 ½ m1 V2

Difference

So it could be:

E
C2

= M1-M2

Replace M in mass

E=mc
2



Example #2

Flashlight example

If you were to turn on a flashlight in the middle of the night 
it would release a flash toward 1 direction. This means the 
light/energy involves some kinetic energy. And now if you 
were to try the flashlight in space, it still would have the 
same velocity. But since in both ways it moves at the speed 
of light it would involve no mass. 



Examples #2 continued

So now this describes E=mc2 since the kinetic energy released 
was moving at the speed of light which describes “C”. Also the 
speed of light would calculate to 186,000 miles per second which is 
“C2”, this means it would involve no mass. That is because if a 
object had mass it would not be possible to move at the speed of 
light. So to sum it up, the kinetic energy would be equivalent to “E”, 
since kinetic energy is also a source of energy. And the energy 
would be moving at 186,000 miles per second, which describes 
mc2. Meaning it would construct the formula of E=mc2.











History and Background

In 1905, Einstein arranged his equation in an 
understandable manner within a document collected by 
the: Annalen der Physik. The paper was focused on 
knowing, "Does the Inertia of a Body Depend Upon Its 
Energy Content?". The similarities between energy and 
mass were determined by another idea of Einstein known 
as, “special relativity”. This formed a radical opportunity to 
connect the aerodynamics within the universe.



Calculations

- So “Energy” in this equation is equal to “mc2”, (mass times the speed of 
light squared). This calculates to 186,000 miles per second. This results 
in “E” holding the value of 186,000 miles per second or mc2.

- If a motion of an object is at a high enough velocity rate to be considered 
the speed of light, its mass will grow exponentially. If an object involves 
the same amount of velocity as the speed of light it will receive infinite 
mass, hence infinite energy will be needed.

- Special relativity tells us that an object moving at the speed of light would 
involve 0 mass/weight, that would be the only way for the object to obtain 
that speed.



Predictions

-I think only energy could have the ability to move at the speed of light. For 
example kinetic energy can travel at the speed of light since it involves 0 mass. 
Most sources of energy/light will involve 0 mass allowing them to travel at the 
speed of light.

-Adding on to my prediction above, that is why I think energy is considered in this 
equation. That is because most energy will have zero mass.

-I think they included “M” in this equation since it is important to know that there 
has to be 0 mass for light to move at the speed of light.



Predictions continued

-I think Einstein originally wrote this equation as “M= 
E/C2” because mass and energy are interchangeable, 
hence it would not change the equation that much since 
if both terms hold the same value, the arrangement of 
the variables would not vary the formula in a crucial way. 



Conclusion

On this project and we learned many equations and that energy 
and mass are interchangeable meaning they are equivalent in 
this equation. Also this equation can be viewed in our everyday 
lives when we see kinetic energy or any source of light. We also 
learned multiple examples that helped us understand E=mc2 
and further expand on our understanding. To conclude, “E” is 
energy, “M” is mass and “C2” is the speed of light squared and 
there are a few equations that can help you understand the 
fundamentals of E=mc2.
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